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If architecture and interior design are to be truly defined as an art form, this is

it, the stunning new ‘The Palace’ project in Saudi Arabia designed by UDesign

architecture and interiors would certainly suggest so. Their goal was to create a

large-scale private residence that would have elements of a luxury hotel, an art

gallery, and a family home. UDesign is an award-winning architectural and

interior design company offering comprehensive services in architecture,

interiors, 3D visualization, bespoke furniture design, and project management..

SHOWCASE l PROJECT

FOREVER IN STYLE

 
A colorful eclectic project ‘The Palace’ in Saudi Arabia designed by award-

winning interior design firm UDesign and featuring Covet House’s pieces.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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MEANINGFUL
ARCHIT

“To provide meaningful architecture is not to parody history but to
articulate it.” Daniel Libeskind

Daniel Libeskind is one of the most culturally multifaceted contemporary

architects. A Polish-American architect, artist, professor, and set designer of

Polish Jewish descent, Libeskind founded Studio Daniel Libeskind in 1989 with

his wife, Nina, and is its principal design architect. His buildings include the

Jewish Museum in Berlin, Germany, the extension to the Denver Art Museum in

the United States, the Grand Canal Theatre in Dublin, the Imperial War

Museum North in Greater Manchester, England, the Michael Lee-Chin Crystal at

the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, the Felix Nussbaum

Haus in Osnabrück, Germany, the Danish Jewish Museum in Copenhagen,

Denmark, and the Wohl Centre at the Bar-Ilan University in Ramat-Gan, Israel.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

MEANINGFUL ARCHITECTURE

Remembering Architect icon Daniel Libeskind and his work on his 75th

birthday.
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Throughout the years, the concept of luxury living has certainly evolved in style

and modern luxury is all about blending beautiful designs and lush materials,

thus creating a layered and refined interior space. Explore a series of interior

design projects that benefit from this classic style, which was outstandingly

decorated by upcoming and well-established designers that chose LUXXU's

tailored design to bring an extra layer of luxury to each interior. 

Pacific Heights Apartment by Applegate Tran Interiors
Applegate Tran Interiors were responsible for the interior decoration of a

Pacific Heights apartment, located at the top of a hill in San Francisco. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Modern luxury is all about blending beautiful designs and lush materials,

LUXXU’s tailored design brings both along with an extra dash of classic style.
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